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	Spring Web Flow 2 Web Development, 9781847195425 (1847195423), Packt Publishing, 2009
Many web applications need to take the user through a defined series of steps such as e-commerce checkouts or user registrations. Spring Web Flow works well for rich and flexible user interaction, additionally it helps you to describe the flow of websites in complex processes. Spring Web Flow 2 provides the perfect way to build these kinds of features, keeping them secure, reliable, and easy to maintain.

This book provides a platform on which you can build your own applications and services. It gives detailed information on Spring basics and covers core topics involving testing, security, and so on. We develop a complete, robust web application using the latest version of Spring, where page navigation is done on-the-fly.

This book teaches you how to work with Spring Web Flow. It covers both basic and advanced aspects and provides a detailed reference of the features Spring Web Flow. The book helps readers to extend the framework.

The integration of Spring and Java Server Pages is clearly explained in the book. The book also explains the essential modules of the complete Spring framework stack and teaches how to manage the control flow of a Spring web application.

The Spring Faces module will provide integration between Spring Web Flow and Java Server Faces (JSF). Testing, an important aspect of the software development process is covered towards the end; the question of how to test a Spring Web Flow application is answered.

What you will learn from this book?

	Explore the features of Spring Web Flow 2 to develop powerful applications
	Extend the framework to take it beyond its out-of-the-box feature set
	Get started with Spring Faces, Spring JavaScript, and Spring Binding and improve the handling of the web flow
	Test your Spring application and rest assured of its quality before going live
	Secure your web applications using Spring Security and Spring Web Flow
	Integrate JavaServer Faces (JSF) with Spring Web Flow to organize and manage the storage of data inside your web application


Approach

This book is a tutorial, with plenty of step-by-step instructions beginning with "getting started" material, followed by advanced coverage of this technology. The book has a practical approach towards the Spring MVC framework and is packed with practical examples and code. 

Who this book is written for?

This book is targeted at Java web application developers who want to work on Spring Web Flow. This book is a must-read for those who desire to bridge the gap between the popular web framework and the popular application framework. It requires prior knowledge of the Spring framework, but no prior knowledge of Spring Web Flow. 

About the Author

Sven Lüppken

Sven Lüppken has a degree in computer science, which he passed with distinction. He is currently employed as Java Software Developer at one of the leading broadcasting and production companies in Germany. Sven started programming in C and C++ at the age of 16 and quickly fell in love with the Java programming language during his studies.

When he got the chance to write his diploma thesis about object-relational mapping technologies he accepted at once.

Since then, he has integrated Hibernate and the JPA in many projects, always in conjunction with the Spring framework.

Markus Stäuble

Markus Stäuble is currently working as CTO at namics (deutschland) gmbh. He has a Master degree in Computer Science. He started programming with Java in the year 1999. After that he has earned much experience in building enterprise java systems, especially web applications. He has a deep knowledge of the java platform and the tools and frameworks around Java.
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On Lisp: Advanced Techniques for Common LispPrentice Hall, 1993

	This book is intended for anyone who wants to become a better Lisp programmer.
	It assumes some familiarity with Lisp, but not necessarily extensive programming
	experience. The first few chapters contain a fair amount of review. I hope that
	these sections will be interesting to more experienced Lisp programmers as well,
	because they...


		

Minimally Invasive Shoulder and Elbow Surgery (Minimally Invasive Procedures in Orthopaedic Surgery)CRC Press, 2007

	A representation of the skills and expertise of leading surgeons in the field, this reference serves as a step-by-step instructional resource on arthroscopic and minimally invasive surgery of the shoulder and elbow. With full-color illustrations throughout, each chapter focuses on specific techniques and will contain strategies to enhance...


		

Dreaming in Code: Two Dozen Programmers, Three Years, 4,732 Bugs, and One Quest for Transcendent SoftwareCrown, 2007
Our civilization runs on software. Yet the art of creating it  continues to be a dark mystery, even to the experts, and the greater our  ambitions, the more spectacularly we seem to fail.
  

Big software projects regularly crash and burn--just ask the FBI and the  IRS, the Pentagon and the FAA, or any decent-size corporation. The...





	

Videojournalism: Multimedia StorytellingFocal Press, 2012

	Videojournalism is a new field that has grown out of traditional print photojournalism, slideshows that combine sound and pictures, public radio, documentary filmmaking and the best of television news features. This amalgam of traditions has emerged to serve the Internet's voracious appetite for video stories.
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Wavelets and Their Applications (Digital Signal and Image Processing series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2007
Showing how wavelets combine signal in image processing, mathematics, physics, and electrical engineering, this introduction to wavelet technology helps engineers master the basic techniques for using wavelets in such applications as image compression, turbulence, human vision, radar, and earthquake prediction. Among the topics covered are the...

		

What People Want: A Manager's Guide to Building Relationships That WorkNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2006

	What People Want, for the first time, addresses the changing demographics and differences in the workplace to highlight what matters most in employee-manager relationships. Based on first-of-its-kind research that assessed the needs of hundreds of professionals across a variety of industries, Terry Bacon explores in-depth the seven most...
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